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Marvel Cards Value Saw Impact in Feb and Oct
Total Sold
Increases

Events:
• Disney Plus
• Impel “Rookies”

Title Here
Subtitle Here

AVG. $ Sold
Increases

Events:
• PMGS
• “Modern” Sets

Marvel Cards $ Sales more than Tripled In Feb 21
Total Sold
Increases

Events:
• Disney Plus
• Impel “Rookies”

30 Days Prior to Wandavision vs 30 Post

+55%
Avg Sold
Price

02

+130%

+72%

+256%

Total Sold

Total
Sellers

Total $
Sales

Grading Services Impact: There’s a correlation with the decline
in total sold, with the PSA shut down of value grading services
on March 30th, 2021. This is showing the total sold as stabilizing.

Higher Valued Marvel Cards are Selling in Q4
Jul thru Sep 11th vs Oct thru Dec 11th

+6%
Avg Sold
Price

-21%
Total Sold

02

-7%

-17%

Total
Sellers

Total $
Sales

Comparisons Drivers: Q3 2021 was a strong showing for Marvel
Events. Several Disney Plus shows were either in their “Halo”
Period or “In-Season” Period during Q3 2021.

AVG. $ Sold
Increases

Events:
• PMGS
• “Modern” Sets
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What we’ll answer now vs what’s coming up
Total Sold
Total Sold
Increases
Increases

AVG. $ Sold
Increases

Events:
• Disney Plus
• Impel “Rookies”

Included In This
Analysis

Events:
• PMGS
• “Modern” Sets

We’ll revisit this in
an Upcoming
Analysis

Why?

Why?

There have been multiple Disney Plus Marvel Shows released
and even a few movies back in theaters. To causal collector,
the 1990 Marvel Universe set by Impel is their entry point and
can be used as a good pulse for Marvel Card sales.

PMGs and “Modern” sets are putting the focus on serial numbered
cards. A serial numbered cards forces a rarity, so sales are scarce,
average price increases but the it’s challenging to make a clear-cut
decision with the sales data. I.e., if over the past year there have been
50 sales of a Wolverine PMG numbered to 25 from the same set, this
means there’s reselling. Therefore, any PMG can be considered an
outlier in data.

This analysis spans over 170K Sales and a year's time period

174,564

$6.12M

Cards Sold

Card Sales

34K

Card Sellers

Time of sales and Marvel Events Used in this analysis
Nov

Dec
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So, what’s included in this analysis anyway?

Marvel Events
The Marvel event defines the analysis periods.
30 Days prior, 30 Days post and then the next 30
Days. The start date is the launch of the Disney
Plus series, premier of the movie or debut of the
trailer ( Spider-man No Way Home )

Treatment Cards
I’ve done a selection of characters from each
event in this case ( Loki, Kang, Black Widow,
Spider-Man, Dr. Octopus, Scarlet Witch, Vision,
Falcon, and Winter Solider ) . These characters
where all featured in various Marvel events.

Control Cards
The control I’ve selected is the Marvel Universe
1990 impel Set ( Since it was one of the catalyst of
the Feb 2021 impact, this makes it a good control )
and Daredevil Cards ( based on my propensity
score he is in the middle of the whole MU and a
match for Loki ). I’ll discuss more.

Wait a minute… that control group…

I’m breaking the fourth wall and derailing this analysis to explain the
inclusion of the Marvel Universe Impel 1990 set to the control group.
Any control group can be said to have holes in it. i.e., in marketing you
can never be 100% sure the control group was not also exposed to the
offer or campaign ( word of mouth, website banner etc. ). In this case
there will be double dipping i.e., Spider-man Impel would be both
treatment and control. Another caveat is eBay listing could be listed to
drive traffic i.e., “Marvel Spider-man” but be a Black Cat card. This would
happen in both treatment and control.
Since it’s happening in both groups the impact will be minimal, but I
wanted to bring this to everyone’s attention for transparency.

Data Science gives us the extra boost for Marvel
A propensity model is a statistical scorecard that is used
to predict the behavior of your customer or prospect base.
Propensity models are often used to identify those most
likely to respond to an offer, or to focus retention activity
on those most likely to churn

This model uses the backend skill set data
for the mobile app game Marvel Contest
of Champions and predicts how many
votes a Marvel Character is likely to get in
the Marvel Twitter Poll: Battle Royale.
This will rebalance the Marvel Universe
with the snap of our fingers.. Perfectly
balanced as all things should be.
We’ll then use this score later in this
analysis to analyze specific character
impact from these Marvel Events.

This approach predicts the likelihood a
Marvel Character would be a Fan Favorite!

( I’ll be using this score in as much Marvel
Cards analysis I can. )

One last note on the propensity score and why we need it

Why the propensity score?
There’s not one single characteristic that currently exists which says who is the “best” Marvel character. For example, the top “Attack”
Level characters are very different from “Health” and the “Power Index”. There’s also the character collecting element of Marvel Cards. I
personally collect Spider-Gwen for my daughter, I will overpay ( in some cases ) and drive her value. There is not one stat that currently
exist that quantifies the impact of character collecting… well let’s use modeling and create it.
There was one key element in Marvel lore that’s difficult to capture and Marvel gave me an interesting way to capture it ( the twitter poll
), that element being “Is a character written well?”. I’m assuming a character is written well based on the votes they receive. My score
puts all Marvel characters on a scale of zero to one ( a z score ), using their games stats to predict the number of votes they would receive.

Where are you getting your sales data from?
Sales data is sourced from eBay’s terapeak, a resource for sellers. At the
time of this analysis, it’s behind a monthly subscription fee.
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The MCU is driving short term impact for All Cards

All Cards ( Treatment and Control ) - Prior 30 Days vs Post Days Marvel Event

+17% | +14% | + 33% | + 20%
Total Marvel
Cards Sold

Average Price
Sold

Total Marvel
Card $ Sales

Total Marvel
Card Sellers

MCU is driving incremental 2% increase in Avg. Price Sold

Incremental Impact against the Control Group - Prior 30 Days vs Post Days Marvel Event

+16% | +2% | + 20% | + 11%
Total Marvel
Cards Sold

Average Price
Sold

Total Marvel
Card $ Sales

Total Marvel
Card Sellers

Falcon and the Winter Solider drove the most impact
Incremental Impact against the Control Group
+

Prior 30 Days vs Post Days
Marvel Event

+

Over the Next 30 Days

Spider-Man NWH +29%

Falcon & Winter Solider +46%

Falcon & Winter Solider +15%

Loki +28%

Black Widow +1%
WandaVision -12%

Loki -13%

Spider-Man NWH -14%
WandaVision -73%
-

Black Widow -18%
-

Is causal impact
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Data Science gives us an answer for Marvel Impact
Multiple linear regression (MLR), also known simply as
multiple regression, is a statistical technique that uses
several explanatory variables to predict the outcome of a
response variable. Multiple regression is an extension of
linear (OLS) regression that uses just one explanatory
variable.

I’ll build a model to answer two
questions:
1. What is driving Average Card Sold Per
Seller?
2. What is Average Price Sold Per Seller?
The drivers ( dependent variables ) will be :

This approach will help us identify which
Marvel driver makes the most impact!

1. Pancakes Propensity Score
2. Season ( 30 days Prior, 30 days post, Next
60 Days )
3. Featured Marvel Character ( Treatment
or Control )

Being featured in the MCU drives Total Cards Sold
The model tells us, for Average Total Cards Sold Per Seller,
being featured in a Marvel Disney Plus Show or
Movie/Trailer is the strongest driver.
Follow by the “season” , i.e., is the Marvel Character
introduced early during the show or towards the end (
think Kang in Loki )

Being featured in the MCU also drives Avg. Price Sold
The model tells us, for Average Price Sold Per Card, being
featured in a Marvel Disney Plus Show or Movie/Trailer
is the strongest driver.
Follow by the “season” , i.e., is the Marvel Character
introduced early during the show or towards the end (
think Kang in Loki )

Now we’re going to only focus on the MCU Characters
Average Price Sold Per Card

When we focus on the treatment group, Marvel Characters in the MCU,
the propensity score drives the most impact ( for both Average Price
Sold Per Card and Average Cards Sold Per Seller ).

This speaks to importance of characters and sets. i.e., Kang has limited
number of cards currently, there is a ceiling to his average price. On the
other hand, Falcon has been featured in man sets, as Captain America as
well and on serial numbered cards ( more rare and higher valued ).

Average Cards Sold Per Seller

Less Loki Cards are sold 60 Days Post, they are higher in value

Both Loki and Daredevil have a pancakes
propensity score of 0.54, this puts them smack in
the middle of all Marvel Characters.

vs

Avg. Price
Per Seller

Avg. Cards Sold
Per Seller

+11%

+44%

+27%

-9%

30 Days
Post

60 Days
Post

30 Days
Post

60 Days
Post

The pancakes propensity score is used in this case
to find a suitable look-a-like Marvel Character, this
will give us a deeper look into the lift of the Disney
Plus Series Loki.
The lift lasts for 30 days, and by the time we are 60
days since the launch of the series we see a
decrease in avg. cards sold per seller and Loki
underperforms against Daredevil ( who does not
have a Disney Plus Series ).

What You Need to walk away with from this analysis
The MCU drives a short-term impact on the value of
Marvel cards, this can best be observed over the next
30 Days since a Marvel Event launches:

This impact lessens once we compare to a control group ( Marvel
Card sales from character not featured in an event during the
same time period ) and impact varies based on character and
event.

True Lift for True Believers

